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Il lavoro di Fronzoni è spesso accolto con fanatismo, ma c’è chi guarda con sospetto al suo purismo monastico. Tuttavia entrambe le fazioni hanno assorbito il suo insegnamento più di quanto credano, dato che questo consiste non tanto in una lotta contro l’inessenziale, quanto in un’ortopedia operata sulle cose, su se stessi e sugli altri.

Tra i progettisti grafici italiani attivi durante il secolo scorso, A G Fronzoni è colui che più radicalmente ha tenuto fede alla missione moderna: quella di innalzare la progettualità a principio di vita fondamentale. Attraverso un’attività che può essere considerata una lunga serie di esercizi, Fronzoni ha inquadrato lucidamente l’analogia tra design e pratica ascetica, ovvero tra progetto delle cose e progetto del sé, offrendo un esempio da imitare a generazioni di designer. È forse questa la vera ragione del culto particolare che avvolge la sua vita e il suo lavoro, un culto che va oltre l’intensità e la coerenza di un’opera talvolta in contrasto con i rigidi precetti del modernismo. In questa sede mi ripropongo di indagare, purtroppo soltanto tramite fonti secondarie, la dimensione ascetica presente nel lavoro del progettatore Fronzoni (come amava definirsi) soffermandomi sul rapporto tra progetto delle cose, progetto del sé e progetto degli altri.

IL PROGETTO DELLE COSE

Durante una carriera che si è svolta principalmente a Milano, Fronzoni si è distinto per una vasta produzione di marchi, riviste, allestimenti e oggetti, tra cui l’iconica serie ‘64 in tubolare metallico. Il culmine della sua opera lo troviamo però nei manifesti – cinquanta dei quali popolano la collezione permanente del Museum of Modern Art di New York – e nell’esercizio della
Visiva in Milan, and finally at the workshop school he set up in 1982 in Via Solferino, again in Milan. About his posters Fronzoni writes:

“To design a poster, we need to start from architecture and return to it”. So he sees the poster as a space, inhabited by several elements (usually not many) set in relation to each other, and as a structure, as shown by the die cuts and the paper add-ons he used for some of them. As researcher Michele Galluzzo points out, Fronzoni witnessed the emergence of the new printing and drawing techniques, just as he experienced the ubiquitous diffusion of advertising accompanied by the growing hegemony of television. Although he was interested in these developments and drew on them for experimentation, Fronzoni did not allow himself to be greatly distracted and in this sense his work reads like a declaration of the universality of a timeless practice.

It would be reductive though to consider only these formal aspects. I would like to suggest therefore the hypothesis that the poster played a dual role. In the first place it was the platform where the designer practised his skills, becoming expert in his battle against the ineffective, which is immoral and wasteful, obscene. Secondly, the poster was a way of reforming, or, indeed, purifying the world. In fact, Fronzoni’s mostly empty and colorless posters cover, and therefore amend, bits of world. Given that these posters now inhabit only the aseptic spaces of galleries or catalogues, it is not easy to legitimise my theory. The poster for Fontana’s exhibition at La Polena Gallery in Genoa, however, provides some sort of confirmation. Fronzoni pays tribute to the famous Fontana cut that makes the canvas a surface to be crossed, thus producing a world beyond. We are also helped by a photo from 1979 showing ripped posters affixed to a wall in Genoa – the geometric shapes floating on a black background seem to belong to a platonic dimension revealed through a gash. Is it the geometries of the poster that cover the chaos of the world or is it instead the chaos of things that prevents the hidden
order from emerging? An illusion of depth reveals a vertical direction – covering means revealing at the same time. In one of his rare pieces of writing Fronzoni himself talks about black and white, of “new and unexpected realities” that recall the celestial mysteries of the night sky.

A criticism is often made of Fronzoni the graphic designer – that of having preferred an “enlightened” cultured clientele to the detriment of the “real” market, at least as regards his work in exhibitions and monographs. Would Fronzoni have succeeded in preserving his formal rigor if he had expanded his clientele? – ask the critics. Assuming it is a well-founded critique, it would confirm the ascetic vocation of A G’s posters, which not only perform a separation from chaos, but pay homage to all that is cultural, and, as such, to a value that indeed needs to be spread but also to be preserved. In this sense Fronzoni’s activity was revolutionary – his posters inscribed a world in the world, the latter to some extent separated from the first. Fronzoni aspired to “advertise culture”, and this was the purpose of the Genoa posters. But what kind of culture? The posters generate a culture made to be contemplated and absorbed but certainly not manipulated or inhabited. Fronzoni’s culture measures a distance. Certainly, “culture must be brought where there is none, to the fringes, to the weakest”, whose only task, however, is to drink it in. But then what is culture if not a code for initiates, an esoteric language? Fronzoni’s pure forms are symbols of the culture of those who are able to interpret, and of the culture that is lacking for those unable to understand. After all, Fronzoni knew better than anyone else that the void is worth as much as or perhaps more than the full.

Despite this, the graphic designer often encouraged his students to be hired by relatives or friends to design a logo or a sign – in other words he urged them to get their hands dirty. Here we see how the design of things and the design of others tie together. The purpose of Fronzoni’s work is
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Fundamentally educational – the client is educated, the public is educated, and the educator himself is educated. The things designed and the context of this design are the medium of this pedagogic mission. Things teach the coherence that characterizes them. As Hannah Arendt argues, the public sphere is made up of things designed that both unite and separate. Fronzoni’s posters are an example of this simultaneous union and division. The user is united with the client through the poster, but it is the poster that establishes them as separate and asymmetrical entities. The asymmetry is vertical – in spite of the desire for inclusivity in Fronzoni’s work, what is designed exudes immutability and therefore authority. His posters for workers’ rights do not represent the workers’ requests other than through the filter of the designer’s competent eye. If it is minimalism, Fronzoni’s is an educational minimalism.

DESIGNING THE SELF
Hiding his given names (Angiolo Giuseppe) behind an acronym, the designer declared: “I am just a brand called A. G. Fronzoni” (later the periods disappeared as well). During his work as editor and designer for Casabella, he did the same with his colleagues A. Mendini and G. Celant because “in graphic design there is no room for diminutives or sentimental messages.” Indeed it was Mendini – who went on to distinguish himself for his sacrilegious and irreverent style and verve – who recalled the episode, describing a Fronzoni passionately involved in a very personal struggle of good against evil. A powerfully seductive holistic vision to which Mendini, like many other students of Fronzoni, was not immune. Defined from time to time as Orthodox, Franciscan and even Calvinist did not stop Mendini calling him Enlightened. There is only an apparent contradiction between these names – when rationality becomes a dogma, one can develop a cult around it whose nature is sometimes more intransigent than that of traditional
religions. In this regard, the German philosopher Peter Sloterdijk, a supporter of the radical belief that religions are nothing but systems of exercise, notes that progress can be considered a kind of soft, non-radical conversion, “half-price metanoia” on a large scale, which can sometimes even become free entirely. Fronzoni, however, never settled for facile techno-humanistic optimism, and that is why his behavior is ascetic in the traditional sense – separatist, distant from the things of the world and yet immersed in it; what Max Weber called “inner-worldly asceticism”, meaning “an existence within the world but not of this world or for this world”.

Besides a firm belief in progress, A G’s quotes suggest he was not without a transcendent belief (“when man creates he is very close to God”). His love for the essential seems to have coincided with a kind of Franciscan-style frugality (Massimo Curzi calls him “pauperist by nature”). This sense of moderation was reflected in his lifestyle. Fronzoni shunned material possessions and detested private property. He considered the dress of nuns, priests and friars to be the epitome of elegance. It was as if the aim was to vanish behind his black uniform and negate himself as an individual. The reform of the world apparent in his designs is nothing but a reflection of the reform of the self – a battle on two fronts.

What remains of Fronzoni’s philosophy are mainly apothegms handed down orally. There isn’t a great deal of writing but one example seeks to punish writer’s vanity. Entitled “How shameful to write”, it consists of an indecipherable text, which once again emphasizes form rather than content. A G solemnly states that “the greatest design is the design of ourselves”, that “we ourselves are our own designers, we work for ourselves”. After all, there is no difference between living and designing, because “designing is a way of being, a way of approaching life and society [...]”. The book *A lesson with A G Fronzoni* by Ester Manitto, which is a student’s homage to her teacher of design and life, contains a sketch dedicated to her. The diagram summarizes

Diagram by A. G. Fronzoni dedicated to Ester Manitto, 1990.
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the behavior of the Pistoia designer. Below is the horizontal dimension of work and fatigue (“work (slaving away) every day 8 hours a day”) with a vertical line rising up toward the very high end goal of quality. “You will be alone (always)”: the vertical path has to be traveled alone, warns Fronzoni.

DESIGNING OTHERS
Known throughout the world for his simple and austere design language, the architect and designer Claudio Silvestrin mourns the disappearance of the master figure. But what kind of master are we talking about here? A G was undoubtedly in thrall to the charm of the Renaissance workshop, where the master was first of all a master craftsman, and one learned by doing. He never tired of repeating the motto, coined by John Dewey and endorsed by Josef Albers at the Bauhaus. Clearly, however, his teachings were not merely technical, embracing politics and ethics, anti-consumerism and the advocacy of culture. As Florencia Costa recalls in Domus, the focus of his teaching was on training the mind; it consisted of a series of instructions on what it means to be a human being.

Silvestrin is right to say that masters don’t exist anymore. But, seeing as how there are still people who want to perform this role and there is no shortage of those who feel the need, what is their disappearance due to? A master figure presupposes a clear, defined vision of things. The master keeps order. Fronzoni’s Manichaeism is unquestionably reassuring, and that is why it still grabs new generations of designers. Unfortunately, however, the Fronzoni cult is not devoid of nostalgia, and this makes him a melancholy subject. The religious community in which to put into practice the regula of Fronzoni, already shaky while he was still alive, gave way to a desert of relativism and to the vertigo of complexity and irony. We have developed ironic antibodies that immunize us from the grand intentions and high hopes, which now seem like faded
Polaroids of the economic boom and post-boom (after all, Fronzoni was active during the 1970s, ‘80s and ‘90s, when this immune system was established). The orange peel of history is there to protect the optimistic aphorisms of Fronzoni, as it is with Munari or Steiner. How do Fronzoni’s words sound today? Can one still hear that “design is part of the verb to love” (progettare è voce del verbo amare, the title of one of his exhibitions) without having to stifle a condescending smile? Nowadays Fronzoni’s sincerity, the by-product of a rigorous conceptual frugality, is frightening and therefore it is given different levels, interpretations, relocations, and reappropriations.

We often come across a Fronzoni quote of somewhat dubious origin, according to which his ambition was not to design posters, but to “design people”. Surprisingly enough, no one is shocked, perhaps because the assertion is protected by the reassuring patina of a glorious past. What makes it obscene is that in a secular context that makes freedom an absolute value, nobody wants to be designed, not even by the purest of masters. And whoever would be so presumptuous as to try to design human beings? It is not hard to hear the echo of Soviet rhetoric about the New Man.

Doubts about the reliability of the quote derive first of all from Fronzoni’s anarchic sympathies, wherein he believed that autonomy is necessary and fundamental to a human being worthy of the name. Secondly, the idea of designing people contrasts with the more frequent and documented reference to art historian Giulio Carlo Argan, according to whom “those who refuse to design agree to be designed”. And yet it is precisely here that the divergence between the idea of the disciple designed by the master and the independence of the solitary disciple triggers a vicious circle. The master-coach encourages the disciple to design their own life so that it is not designed by others; but it is the same master-coach who then offers them a life plan. Fronzoni embodies the authority that, while designing your life, frees you because he makes you a designer.
Nowadays it is easy to find the ambivalence between designing and being designed in everyday life, where we discover that the two activities are not mutually exclusive. Advertising, for example, encourages us to design our consumption and through it our personality. In this way, it redesigns our intimate relationship with goods and with ourselves. When not openly manipulating us, publicity makes us disoriented actors. And what about school? Through school, the state designs interchangeable members of the public required to actively administer their life plan. In this sense, all schools are design schools. However, design schools in the strict sense generate a design surplus in the students, who reconsider or even deny their own function in society. The radical design lesson is received all too well, and thus the conceptual grid within which the teaching takes place is rejected: the very idea that autonomy passes through design is discredited. Other practices, methods and means are triggered, closer to the continuum of the diary than to the discrete subdivision of the project, which becomes the historic need of an increasingly fragmented labor market. The students, the smartest or the least well-equipped, depending on the point of view, reject design in order not to be designed. Can a pure, independent, contemplative ability to design exist? One that is independent of a socially imposed programming? If such a thing exists, it is to be found in the radical asceticism of the cenobites, the anchorites, or the stylites. For everyone else there are only promiscuous, distributed, social designs. We design ourselves while being designed.
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di design in senso stretto generano un surplus
di progettualità negli allievi, che riconsiderano o
addirittura negano la propria funzione sociale.
Càpita che la lezione della progettualità radicale
venga accolta fin troppo bene, e si rifiuti così la
vera e propria griglia concettuale entro la quale
avviene l’insegnamento: si confuta l’idea stessa
che l’autonomia passi per la progettualità. Altre
pratiche, metodi e modalità si innescano, più
vicine al continuum del diario che alla suddivisione
discreta del progetto, che si configura come
necessità storica di un mercato del lavoro sempre
più frammentato. Gli studenti, quelli più accorti o
sprovveduti a seconda dei punti di vista, ricusano
il progetto, appunto per non farsi progettare. Può
dunque esistere una progettualità pura, autonoma,
riflessiva? Che sia indipendente dalle progettualità
socialmente imposte? Se qualcosa del genere
esiste, la ritroviamo nell’ascetismo radicale dei
cenobiti, degli anacoreti, degli stiliti. Per tutti gli
altri c’è solo progettualità promiscua, distribuita,
sociale. Ci si progetta mentre si viene progettati.